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Goooooolllldddd!!! Gets your blood pumping, doesnâ€™t it?Thereâ€™s nothing quite like the thrill of

finding gold, silver and other precious metals in unexpected places. In Almost Free Gold, an

experienced gold picker teaches readers how to find gold and precious metals for pennies on the

dollar, and even for free anywhere in the world.In this book, you will learn:Why there has never been

a better time to start to buy gold and silver than right now. Â How to identify and evaluate all types of

precious metals, including unmarked goldWhere to find gold at excellent prices in your

neighborhoodHow to process gold and silver for resale and excellent profitsSecrets for finding

hidden gold and silver at yard sales and thrift stores!Many sources of FREE precious metals,

including free gold!An everyday metal that nobody knows about that may be more valuable than

goldAlmost Free Gold offers readers the rare opportunity to immediately recoup your investment.

Find one piece of karat gold or platinum using the instruction provided in Almost Free Gold and you

will have earned a minimum of 10X the cover price of this book in pure profit!For additional tips on

finding treasure for pocket change and more free information on treasure hunting and selling used

goods for profit, check out our blog at EricMichaelBooks, com.Order Now.
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We take a look at the different ways to buy physical gold and some important things we should

know before purchasing it through each of different routes.This book gives me many reason and

facts to consider for buying and selling gold.My favorite chapters were:* Identifying precious metals

with makerâ€™s marks* Silver hallmarks and silver makersâ€™ marks* Notes on silver-plate and

gold plated items* Testing gold and precious metals with test kits and other tools* Precious metals

for cheap!* Tips for buying items of value to hosts* Where to find free gold and free silver!* How to

sell your gold and silver for maximum profit* Some very helpful websites and web pages to jump

start your research.I believe that the book delivers on its promises because I have not found so

many information that I've liked, inside a single book. It is a nice book that you cannot afford to miss!

I'd recommend that you buy this one for its quality information and value for money.

Amazing!Everything you ever need to know about gold and silver mining at garage sales, estate

sales, thrift shops and the like. Eric Michael, generously, shares his hard earned (14 years of)

experience, including where to look, how to look, and how to identify and estimate the worth of

precious metal pieces discovered while pawing through dusty shelves and old boxes and bags of

items. You will learn what tools to carry in your gold-mining kit, where to buy them and how much

you will likely pay. Not the least among them is a bottle of hand-sanitizer. Eric tells this is such a

humorous way that you are entertained, as well as informed, and soon feel you can call the author

by his first name, as you see I have done so, here. I probably will not take up this endeavor, but as

Eric points out, it is a cheaper Saturday morning hobby than golf. Oh the contrary, I am thinking of

buying six copies of this book for my six grandchildren. Perhaps they can use the information to help

finance their own college educations, as Eric claims to be doing for his children.

I have been picking at yard sales and thrift stores for years and have used several of the other

books in this series with success, including Almost Free Money. I learned a lot that I didn't know

from Almost Free Gold. For me, the most valuable portions of the book were the methods for finding

hidden gold and sterling at yard sales. I've got lots of new places to look and now I know how to find

the stuff that other pickers have missed! I am also planning on taking the author's advice and

contacting some of the businesses mentioned for setting up consistent sources of precious metals.

Plus, you have to check out the chapter on the metal that is more valuable than gold! Fascinating



stuff and the basis for a new hobby / business / addiction combination!

I really like this authorâ€™s writing style. I believe if you read and implemented all that he has

written in this and his other books, you could be self employed and making a very nice living. As for

me, this type of stuff makes a nice supplement. Almost Free Gold! [Revised December 2014]: How

to Earn a Quick $1000 Finding Gold, Silver and Precious Metal in Thrift Stores and Garage Sales

Where You Live (Almost Free Money Book 5) by Eric Michael is not only valuable, it is also a fun

read. Highly recommended. Five stars.

Truly written by a professional, this book, I imagine, has everything for everyone when it comes to

making money off of gold. It's more than I bargained for, pun intended, because it includes this kind

of information on metals, platinum, and more. There's information about the history of looking for

gold and how that has influenced recent processes and transactions. It's informative about how

auctions work, how to determine what your gold is worth, and how to make smart selling decisions

with the latest calculations the market is using. There's a lot about gold kits--to finding gold and add

to your collection.

As one who has purchased silver before, I had always been interested in learning more. This

surpassed my expectation in information concerning precious metals. Chalk full of great info, this is

a great book to read!

I knew about about gold before reading this book but I learned a lot that I didn't know before from

reading this book. This book had interesting information on how to make some money using tips

and strategies outlined in this book. I may get started doing this since I go to yard sales in the

summer time. I recommend this book!

This is really low quality information on how to find gold and silver items at thrift stores, garage

sales, and other places like this online and off. I thought it was going to discuss areas of finding

precious metals that common sense wouldn't guide you to. It did not. The information on spot

pricing was ok, but that is common knowledge that is free to read about on hundreds of websites.
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